
 

 

 

Tender Questions and Answers 

Document Identifier 240-7124948 Rev 1 

Effective Date 01 April 2023 

Review Date April 2026 

 
To tenderers LP00142OM Date 18 March 2024 

Enquiries Olebogeng Mathye 

E-mail address mathyeo@eskom.co.za 

 

Dear Sir/Madam 
 

Request for Enquiry Number LP00142OM 

Description / Project Title The supply and delivery of various production working tools within the 
Limlanga Cluster on an “as and when” required basis over a period of 60 
months (5 years) 

Tender Questions Closing Date 11 April 2024 

 
 

Item Questions Answers Clarity Published 
Dates 

1 Technical schedules not fully loaded All technical schedules are loaded; however, the external 
tender site doesn’t list all the tender documents. Kindly 
click “download all”, all the tender documents will 
appear. Either download them on National Treasury 
website “zip file”. 

18 March 2024 

2 A tender extension was anonymously requested during the clarification 
meeting (18 March 2024) and also tenderers have sent emails to 
request the extension LP00142OM due to the important information 
from the Manufacturer that is requested on the tender technical 
schedules and also with the public holidays in between. 

The tender closing date has been extended to the 19th of 
April 2024. 

28 March 2024 

3 Technical schedules for the following for Electrical Tools Group not 
loaded: 

 
1.8M Fire Retardant Barricading Net 
Radio Incom IC F43GT Portable 
Lithium Battery Powered Pole Trimmer Saw with charger 
Live Work Cleaning Saw Insulated Battery Operated With Charger 
Handheld GPSMAP 78S 

The ZIP Folder has been uploaded on the addendum 
folder. 

28 March 2024 

mailto:mathyeo@eskom.co.za


 Insulated Telescopic Measuring Stick 15M 
Petrol Drill BT-45 
Petrol Drill EDR400 
Drill Elec Pole Portable B4-32 with Taper Chuck 
Phasing Stick 
Head Torch 

  

4 Technical schedules for the following: 
Category: Mechanical 

 
SAP No.184371 & 184372; Hand Tool Box 
Please advise are the tool boxes stand alone or are any tools to be 
included in the tool box. 
If so, please provide us with the full specifications and list of tools. 
 
SAP No. 0723430 & 0723431; 
Kindly provide us with the descriptions. 

 
Category: Cable And Conductor Accessories 

 
SAP No. 0723883-0723887; Running Blocks 
Please provide us with a picture or brand. 

 
Category: Crimpers 

 
SAP No. 0723775-0723802 
Kindly specify which crimping tool the dies are required for also kindly 
specify the type of dies required. 
Eg. Fox, Hare, Dinosaur 

 
Category: Electrical Tools 

 
SAP No. 0723911;  
Kindly provide us with the description. 
 
SAP No. 0723809 & 0723910; Line Control Earths Red; Working Earths 
Yellow 
Kindly specify the size of cable leads and the kA. 

 
SAP No. 0723821 & 0723822; Substation Operating Stick 
Kindly provide us with the size of the link stick and the full specification. 

Please note that all descriptions are contained in 

Limlanga_Tool List Updated_25032024 
28 March 2024 



  
SAP No. 0723915 & 0723923; Cordless Drill (Battery Operated) 
Kindly provide us with the Wattage of the drill. 

 
SAP No. 0723925; Phasing Stick 
Kindly provide us with the full specification. 

 
SAP No. 0723829; Battery operated wood pole drill with chargers 
Kindly provide us with the Wattage and any additional specifications. 

 
SAP No. 0723830; Battery operated angle grinder with charger 
Kindly provide us with the Wattage and any additional specifications. 

 
Category: Test Equipment 

 
SAP. No 0723831 Variac 10 AMP 
Kindly provide us with the full specification. 

 
SAP. No 0723927; Multifunction Tester (Compliance Tester) 
Kindly provide us with the full specification. 

 
SAP. No 0723836 to 0723845- 
Kindly provide us with the full specifications on the items listed. 
 
SAP No. 0723965; Portable Earth Leakage Tester 
Kindly provide us with the full specification. 

 
Secondary Recloser test set; 
Battery Density meter; 
Three Phase Secondary injection relay tester; 
Battery discharge machine; 
Three Phase secondary injection relay tester 
Kindly provide us with the full specifications. 

 
SAP. No 0723967; VT Testing (Analyzer) 
Kindly provide us with the full specifications. 

 
SAP. No 0723969-0723972; Test Units; Multi-Functional Tester 
Kindly provide us with the full specifications. 

 
SAP. No 0723849; Test Handle (Test Block) 

  



 Kindly provide us with the full specification 
 
SAP. No 0723966; Test Leads 
Kindly specify the type of test leads, the length and for which unit it 
needs to be compatible with. 

 
SAP No. -; DC Technician Toolbox (1000 Volt) Insulated tools. 
Kindly confirm the list of tools to be included in the toolbox. 

 
SAP No. - Multi-functional tester 
Kindly provide us with additional information. 

  

4. We need more information and clarification on the following please. Malusi Mathonsi 08 April 2024 

  

  

  

 9-GR80 ILULA  45-VITALIFT DEE & 

CHAINSLING.pdf BOW SHACKLES.pdf 

  

 
Under mechanical : 

1. Webbing sling (2 side folded eye) 3T-800mm…….is this a 
flat sling or an endless round sling, and this is not a 
standard size…..is it not the same as 2 lines above webbing 
sling 3T-1M 

2. Webbing sling (2 side folded eye) 
500mm,1200mm,1500mm…….is this a flat sling or an 
endless round sling and what is the ton rating. 

3. Hand toolbox…….is this the PTO/STO toolbox …….in both 
toolbox the pliers, long nose and side cutter is Non- 
insulated, don’t you need insulated tools. And the screw 
driver set mentioned can it be replaced with another make 
with same Specification. 

4. Hand toolbox…….is this the TO toolbox…..in the list of 
items there is a leather tool bag, can this be replaced with 
canvas bag. 

5. D-Shackles 1.5T (Inside width at pin 68mm-19mm 
pin)… ..... please find attached catalogue. The length is 
68mm and width is 32mm……do you agree 

6. D-Shackles 3T (Inside width at pin 80mm-24mm 
pin)… ..... please find attached catalogue. The length is 
80mm and width is 44mm……do you agree 

7. Snatch pully… .... we need more information Ton rating, 

single or double roller and the width of roller/size conductor 

 
 

Under mechanical : 
1. Its acceptable, submit what you have. 
2. Flat sling 3T 

3. Hand toolbox…….is this the PTO/STO toolbox 
Insulated will be appreciated and yes you can 
use any make. 

4. Lets stick to the leather bag. 
5. It is acceptable 
6. It is acceptable 
7. Please check on Limlanga_Tool List 

Updated_25032024 
8. It is not, Please check on Limlanga_Tool List 

Updated_25032024 
9. It is not, Please check on Limlanga_Tool List 

Updated_25032024 
10. Please see the attached technical schedule 
11. Please see the attached technical schedule 

. 

 



 to be used 
8. Rached 0.75Ton………is this not a duplication of Lever 

hoist 0.75T…….if not please provide more information 
9. Rached 1Ton…….is this a lever hoist……please provide 

more information 
10. Chaser punch……no A&B schedule, need more information 

on specification please. 
11. Torgue wrench……no A&B schedule, need more 

information on specification please. 
 

4.2) Then in clarification meeting you mentioned that test 
certificates are only needed for electrical equipment……do we only 
need to state on Schedule A&B state that the test done conforms to 
a certain standard. I Did reload the Tender on Eskom Tender 
website all the schedules was still not there 
 

4.3) The Invitation state that every item needs to have technical 
drawing, will you accept a catalogue page as per attachments for 
equipment. And you also state a operators manual…..is this 
needed on all tools. 

 
 
 
 

With regards to e-Tendering will these prices be per item or per 
category 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
4.2) All other tools must conform to SABS/ EN/ 
BS/ISO or any other international body and it must be 
attached. 

 
 

4.3) The proof of SABS/ EN/ BS/ISO or any other 
international body will suffice for that requirement 
because in most cases, you will attach the manuals 
that shows this requirement. 

 
 
 
 

 
Prices will be per item. 
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